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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The relative permeability of a magnetic material is       [ ] 
 a) 500  b) 5000 c) 50 d)  5 
 
2. Hysteresis loss in a magnetic material in propostional to ______    [ ] 
 a)  1/f2  b)  1/f   c) f  d) f2   
 
3. The process of adding impurities  to a pure semi  -conductor in called   [ ] 
 a) doping  b) diffusion  c) refining d) omission 
 
4. n- type silicon is obtained by doping Si with        [ ] 
 a) Boron & antimony  b) Arsenic & iron  c) antimony & lead d) Indium & sulphur 
 
5. which of the following statements are true?        [ ] 
 a) Mobility of holes is greater than that of  electrons 
 b) Mobility of electrons is equal to the mobility of hole 
             c) Mobility of electrons is greater than that of holes 
 d) Mobility of electrons and holes are nearly equal  
 
6. Paramagnetic materials when placed is magnetic field , get     [ ] 
 a) weakly attracted b) weakly repelled c) strongly repelled d) strongly attracted 
7. The wet spin magnetic moment of fe3+ ion is  
 a) 5 Bμ   B) 4 Bμ  C) 3 Bμ  D) 2 Bμ  
8. In high frequency applications a ferrite in preferred to a fessomagnetic material because, the ferrete has, 
 a) high permeability   b) high reflectivity  

c) high saturation magnetization d) square hysteresis loop 
 
9. Curie –weiss is obeyed by _______ 

a) paramagnetic materials   b) antiferromagnetic   
 c) ferromagnetimaterials above curie temperature d) ferromagnetic materials below curive  temperature 
 

10. The magnetic effect which is analogous to converse piezoelectric effect ______ 
 a) Exchange interaction b) magnetostriction c) magnetic hystesis d) anti ferromagnetism 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
 
11. Doped semiconductors are called __________semi conductors 
 
12. When a dopant with valancy lower than the parent atom is doped , than the resultant semi conductor is 

known as______ 
 
13. In transition metals , the contribution to magnetic moment is direct to only spin magnetic moment of 

____ 
 Orbit electrons. 
 
14.   The hall co-efficient is related to the density of charge carriers by the equation  
 
15. Semi conductor to which acceptor impurities are added is called as _______ 
 
16. The magnetic properties are a cousequence  of magnetic moments associated with_______ 
 
17. In a n-type semiconductor , the Fermi level is _____ than the  centre of energy gap 
 
18. The number of nearest neighbours is Ge crystal is _____ 
 
19. The condition for an atom to posses orbital magnetic moment is that the atom must have partially filled 

____orbital shells 
 
20. P-type and n-type are comes under ____ semi conductors 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. n- type silicon is obtained by doping Si with        [ ] 
 a) Boron & antimony  b) Arsenic & iron  c) antimony & lead d) Indium & sulphur 
 
2. which of the following statements are true?        [ ] 
 a) Mobility of holes is greater than that of  electrons 
 b) Mobility of electrons is equal to the mobility of hole 
 b) Mobility of electrons is greater than that of holes 
 d) Mobility of electrons and holes are nearly equal  
 
3. Paramagnetic materials when placed is magnetic field , get     [ ] 
 a) weakly attracted b) weakly repelled c) strongly repelled d) strongly attracted 
 
4. The wet spin magnetic moment of fe3+ ion is  
 a) 5 Bμ   B) 4 Bμ  C) 3 Bμ  D) 2 Bμ  
 
5. In high frequency applications a ferrite in preferred to a fessomagnetic material because, the ferrete has, 
 a) high permeability   b) high reflectivity  

c) high saturation magnetization d) square hysteresis loop 
 
6. Curie –weiss is obeyed by _______ 

a) paramagnetic materials   b) antiferromagnetic   
 c) ferromagnetimaterials above curie temperature d) ferromagnetic materials below curive  temperature 
 

7. The magnetic effect which is analogous to converse piezoelectric effect ______ 
 a) Exchange interaction b) magnetostriction c) magnetic hystesis d) anti ferromagnetism 
 
8. The relative permeability of a magnetic material is       [ ] 
 a) 500  b) 5000 c) 50 d)  5 
 
9. Hysteresis loss in a magnetic material in propostional to ______    [ ] 
 a)  1/f2  b)  1/f   c) f  d) f2   
 
10. The process of adding impurities  to a pure semi  -conductor in called   [ ] 
 a) doping  b) diffusion  c) refining d) omission 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.   The hall co-efficient is related to the density of charge carriers by the equation  
 
12. Semi conductor to which acceptor impurities are added is called as _______ 
 
13. The magnetic properties are a cousequence  of magnetic moments associated with_______ 
 
14. In a n-type semiconductor , the Fermi level is _____ than the  centre of energy gap 
 
15. The number of nearest neighbours is Ge crystal is _____ 
 
16. The condition for an atom to posses orbital magnetic moment is that the atom must have partially filled 

____orbital shells 
 
17. P-type and n-type are comes under ____ semi conductors 
 
18. Doped semiconductors are called __________semi conductors 
 
19. When a dopant with valancy lower than the parent atom is doped , than the resultant semi conductor is 

known as______ 
 
20. In transition metals , the contribution to magnetic moment is direct to only spin magnetic moment of 

____ 
 Orbit electrons. 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Paramagnetic materials when placed is magnetic field , get     [ ] 
 a) weakly attracted b) weakly repelled c) strongly repelled d) strongly attracted 
 
2. The wet spin magnetic moment of fe3+ ion is  
 a) 5 Bμ   B) 4 Bμ  C) 3 Bμ  D) 2 Bμ  
 
3. In high frequency applications a ferrite in preferred to a fessomagnetic material because, the ferrete has, 
 a) high permeability   b) high reflectivity  

c) high saturation magnetization d) square hysteresis loop 
 
4. Curie –weiss is obeyed by _______ 

a) paramagnetic materials   b) antiferromagnetic   
 c) ferromagnetimaterials above curie temperature d) ferromagnetic materials below curive  temperature 
 

5. The magnetic effect which is analogous to converse piezoelectric effect ______ 
 a) Exchange interaction b) magnetostriction c) magnetic hystesis d) anti ferromagnetism 
 
6. The relative permeability of a magnetic material is       [ ] 
 a) 500  b) 5000 c) 50 d)  5 
 
7. Hysteresis loss in a magnetic material in propostional to ______    [ ] 
 a)  1/f2  b)  1/f   c) f  d) f2   
 
8. The process of adding impurities  to a pure semi  -conductor in called   [ ] 
 a) doping  b) diffusion  c) refining d) omission 
 
9. n- type silicon is obtained by doping Si with        [ ] 
 a) Boron & antimony  b) Arsenic & iron  c) antimony & lead d) Indium & sulphur 
 
10. which of the following statements are true?        [ ] 
 a) Mobility of holes is greater than that of  electrons 
 b) Mobility of electrons is equal to the mobility of hole 
             c) Mobility of electrons is greater than that of holes 
 d) Mobility of electrons and holes are nearly equal  
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11. The number of nearest neighbours is Ge crystal is _____ 
 
12. The condition for an atom to posses orbital magnetic moment is that the atom must have partially filled 

____orbital shells 
 
13. P-type and n-type are comes under ____ semi conductors 
 
14. Doped semiconductors are called __________semi conductors 
 
15. When a dopant with valancy lower than the parent atom is doped , than the resultant semi conductor is 

known as______ 
 
16. In transition metals , the contribution to magnetic moment is direct to only spin magnetic moment of 

____ 
 Orbit electrons. 
 
17.   The hall co-efficient is related to the density of charge carriers by the equation  
 
18. Semi conductor to which acceptor impurities are added is called as _______ 
 
19. The magnetic properties are a cousequence  of magnetic moments associated with_______ 
 
20. In a n-type semiconductor , the Fermi level is _____ than the  centre of energy gap 
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1. In high frequency applications a ferrite in preferred to a fessomagnetic material because, the ferrete has, 
 a) high permeability   b) high reflectivity  

c) high saturation magnetization d) square hysteresis loop 
 
2. Curie –weiss is obeyed by _______ 

a) paramagnetic materials   b) antiferromagnetic   
 c) ferromagnetimaterials above curie temperature d) ferromagnetic materials below curive  temperature 
 

3. The magnetic effect which is analogous to converse piezoelectric effect ______ 
 a) Exchange interaction b) magnetostriction c) magnetic hystesis d) anti ferromagnetism 
 
4. The relative permeability of a magnetic material is       [ ] 
 a) 500  b) 5000 c) 50 d)  5 
 
5. Hysteresis loss in a magnetic material in propostional to ______    [ ] 
 a)  1/f2  b)  1/f   c) f  d) f2   
 
6. The process of adding impurities  to a pure semi  -conductor in called   [ ] 
 a) doping  b) diffusion  c) refining d) omission 
 
7. n- type silicon is obtained by doping Si with        [ ] 
 a) Boron & antimony  b) Arsenic & iron  c) antimony & lead d) Indium & sulphur 
 
8. which of the following statements are true?        [ ] 
 a) Mobility of holes is greater than that of  electrons 
 b) Mobility of electrons is equal to the mobility of hole 
             c) Mobility of electrons is greater than that of holes 
 d) Mobility of electrons and holes are nearly equal  
 
9. Paramagnetic materials when placed is magnetic field , get     [ ] 
 a) weakly attracted b) weakly repelled c) strongly repelled d) strongly attracted 
 
10. The wet spin magnetic moment of fe3+ ion is  
 a) 5 Bμ   B) 4 Bμ  C) 3 Bμ  D) 2 Bμ  
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11. The number of nearest neighbours is Ge crystal is _____ 
 
12. The condition for an atom to posses orbital magnetic moment is that the atom must have partially filled 

____orbital shells 
 
13. P-type and n-type are comes under ____ semi conductors 
 
14. Doped semiconductors are called __________semi conductors 
 
15. When a dopant with valancy lower than the parent atom is doped , than the resultant semi conductor is 

known as______ 
 
16. In transition metals , the contribution to magnetic moment is direct to only spin magnetic moment of 

____ 
 Orbit electrons. 
 
17.   The hall co-efficient is related to the density of charge carriers by the equation  
 
18. Semi conductor to which acceptor impurities are added is called as _______ 
 
19. The magnetic properties are a cousequence  of magnetic moments associated with_______ 
 
20. In a n-type semiconductor , the Fermi level is _____ than the  centre of energy gap 
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